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ABSTRACT
Multi-touch interaction scenarios are usually limited to one
surface even when combined with tangibles. Traditional sce-
narios where people interact with physical objects on and
above tables or other surfaces have failed to be fully translated
into existing technologies, such as multi-touch set-ups, which
don’t support natural interactions by combining the surface
and the area above it into one continuous interaction space.

We aim to build and explore a set-up that allows users to ben-
efit from a continuous interaction space on and above the ta-
ble with multi-touch and tangible support. We expect to find
and solve problems that can arise in various scenarios, both
individual and collaborative.

A set of different existing technologies will be integrated to
monitor user interactions and an accompanying API will be
developed and presented to serve as a tool for future develop-
ment of applications that draw from this kind of set-up.
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ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Multi-touch surfaces are emerging in an ever growing list of
everyday scenarios. Traditionally, this type of set-up allows
interaction with elements on the surface projection through
touch input. This is a paradigm that has been studied in many
works ([12], [16]) and it became clear that it could benefit
from some augmentations that would add to the interaction
experience, such as what is shown in [17], where a small
room installation is proposed to explore a variety of inter-
actions related to interactive displays and the space that they
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inhabit, and in [10] which proposes an interaction technique
and hardware sensor for sensing handoffs that use physical
touch above the table.

But even these new scenarios aren’t fully capable of sup-
porting natural user behaviour with physical objects around a
surface, such as object manipulation, exchange, moving and
other actions, which can be present both on and above the sur-
face. We wish to address the existing problem of combining
digitally controlled interaction capabilities with real actions
that are natural to the user in non-technological set-ups.

The area above the table surface can pave the way for new in-
teractions when combined with the surface itself, functioning
as a continuous interaction space. Gesture recognition adds
natural user interaction above the surface, while touch recog-
nition allows it on the surface. Physical objects also come
natural to any user in everyday scenarios with traditional ta-
bles, and we wish to contribute towards a multi-touch aug-
mented set-up that supports natural user interaction through
touch, gestures and tangibles on and above the surface, by
combining different technologies. To achieve this we have
built a multi-touch table that allows interaction both on and
above the surface with touch, gestures and tangibles.

An API is being developed to aid in the development of client
applications for this type of set-up by abstracting different
technologies into one form of input while providing a set
of automatic tools for expected interactions and system be-
haviour.

In this paper we present our proposed set-up and the technol-
ogy that was put to use towards building it. The proposed
API is explained in detail with a list of events and properties
that will help future development of client applications for
this type of set-up. Finally we describe our expectations for
future work on our set-up and API along with conclusions we
have taken from this work.

RELATED WORK
Extensive research has been done on similar set-ups, but it
has mainly focused in either on the surface ([7], [9]) or Above
the surface ([14], [13]) interactions. On the surface interac-
tions are traditionally actions like selecting, grabbing, throw-
ing, rotating and moving while Above the surface interactions
are typically point and select and accessing areas not reach-
able by the user’s direct touch [11].

In [11], the continuous interaction space is defined as being
composed of the direct touch surface and the space above,



Figure 1. This allows new ways of interaction such as ex-
tended continuous gestures, which are described as gestures
that start through direct touch on the surface and continue
in the space above it. Mirrored gestures allow users to per-
form the same action via a gesture either directly on the sur-
face or the space above it, which supports the user’s natural
behaviour by allowing one to choose either a gesture on or
above the surface to interact with the digital content. It is
also possible to pick and drop digital objects through physics-
based interaction by grabbing a digital object on the surface
and pulling it upwards. These gestures take advantage of the
continuous interaction space by removing traditional restric-
tions and allowing both modalities to work together. How-
ever, this work does not support manipulation of actual phys-
ical objects in the continuous interaction space which is a nec-
essary step towards natural user behaviour.

Figure 1. Continuous interaction space, as depicted in
[11]

Although there is an extensive amount of research in multi-
touch set-ups, few work has focused on user identification for
this continuous interaction space. User identification enables
new interaction possibilities by making the interface aware
of which user is interacting with it. In [6] a proximity-aware
multi-touch table is presented. Using 138 proximity sensors
it detects a user’s presence and location, determine body and
arm locations, as well as distinguishing between right and left
arms and map touch points to specific users and hands. In
[15], a technique is proposed for user identification on in-
teractive surfaces that enables users to access personal data
on a shared surface, associate objects with their identity and
customize appearance, content or functionality of the user in-
terface. This type of research is relevant when considering
collaborative scenarios, where multiple users interact with the
same system at once. In [8] research was made on collabo-
rative workspaces in which multiple users work on the same
data set. Users would sit on special chairs that attribute differ-
ent signals to each user, allowing the surface to know where
it was being touched and by who. This was further explored
in [10], where electroTouch was used to detect interactions
between users above the surface by detecting current inter-
ruptions.

SET-UP COMPONENTS
Different technologies allow our set-up to detect user interac-
tions throughout the continuous interaction space. The fol-
lowing sections describe how these technologies were de-

ployed and what they offer towards our continuous interac-
tion space.

Figure 2. Our multi-touch set-up. Two cameras are placed inside and
above the surface

On the surface
We use the Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR) [1]
method for touch interactions on the surface, which allows
us to detect touch input through an array of infra-red light. A
camera inside the set-up captures this light, which is then in-
terpreted and translated into TUIO [5] protocol messages for
client applications.

We decided to use reacTIVision [4] to achieve object tracking
on the surface by tracking fiducial markers that are placed on
physical objects. Since the previous camera inside our set-up
had an infra-red filter, it could not detect visible light, which
was a necessary feature for the fiducial tracking. As such, a
second camera was introduced to capture the fiducial markers
and translate them into TUIO [5] protocol messages for client
applications.

Above the surface
We used ThreeGear [3] to detect precise finger and hand
tracking above the surface using one Kinect camera, as seen
in Figure 2. This system allows detection of small gestures,
like pinching and wrist movements instead of traditional arm
detection. It is coupled with a corresponding API that allows
writing of software applications based on its technology.

Tangible interactions above the table are inferred through ges-
ture recognition. After an object is placed on the surface it is
registered in the system as having hand A holding it, and can
be tracked even after being lifted by tracking the hand hold-
ing it. Given that we cannot be always sure that the object is
still being held by the same hand, we decided to complement
this process by a camera above the surface that allows fiducial
tracking. This allows confirmation of which hand is holding
the object, instead of requiring this information to be inferred.
Although the camera above removes the need to register tan-
gibles on the surface before using them above, one cannot
rely solely on fiducial tracking from above, since the marker
can be easily lost due to other objects or hands moving over it.
This is specially problematic in collaborative scenarios. Con-
stant management of inferred and confirmed data from these
sources is needed to achieve the best results, while removing
limitations from the user, thus allowing natural interaction.



Bridging the components
Having so many different technologies is quite cumbersome
when considering communication between client applications
and the various sources of input. We deployed a messaging
framework, RabbitMQ [2], on our system architecture, Figure
3, to allow seamless communication between every technol-
ogy. The API manages all the information from RabbitMQ
and TUIO to deliver events to client applications. Any set-
up component can use RabbitMQ to publish and subscribe to
events, allowing seamless communication between different
technologies and languages, making our system highly mod-
ular, since it is easy to add new components without making
changes to previous configurations.

Figure 3. System architecture

Solving Occlusion
Since fiducial tracking is supported by a camera that captures
visible light, surface projections can get in the way and cause
missing fiducial markers in a tracking scenario. To solve this
problem, we searched for a background color that would al-
low easy and full fiducial tracking on the surface and applied
it to an object follower. An object follower is a circle that
surrounds the fiducial when it is tracked for the first time and
constantly moves below it while maintaining itself above any
projection. Optionally, tangibles can be rotated to increase
or decrease the radius of object followers. This way we can
be sure that the color below the fiducial will always be the
desired color for tracking and significantly reduce the proba-
bility of miss-tracking a fiducial marker.

Figure 4. API controlling object followers for tangibles

In Figure 4 tangibles are being used as painting brushes with
different colors. This scenario can rapidly cause color confu-
sion in the projection, damaging the system’s tracking abili-
ties. Thanks to the object follower method, objects are easily
tracked even when moving above painted zones.

BUILDING AN API

Event handling
Our system uses a considerable amount of technologies, so
when considering the future of this work, we felt that an API
would serve us greatly towards the development of applica-
tions. The API is fully coded in JavaScript to support devel-
opment of HTML client applications. We have, so far, intro-
duced some basic events and features to this API. These will
be explained below:

API Events

Events triggered whenever an object
enters, moves or leaves the surface

object added
object updated
object removed

Events triggered whenever an object
enters, moves or leaves an element that is
expecting this event

object.added
object.updated
object.removed

Event triggered whenever a touch is
tracked inside an element that is expecting
this event

touch.press

Event triggered whenever a touch already
being tracked moves inside an element
that is expecting this event

touch.update

Event triggered whenever a touch is no
longer tracked inside an element that is
expecting this event

touch.release

Element Properties
Some properties can be easily attached to elements by adding
the respective class to them. This way the API saves the user
the trouble of making extra calculations. Next we detail a set
of classes that can be added to elements and the properties
they receive:

• movable
A movable element is automatically moved by the API
whenever a touch is registered inside it and movement fol-
lows. When the touch is released the element stays in the
new position.

• touchable
A touchable element receives events related to touch in-
side the area that corresponds to it, and can then respond to
those events in whatever way the user wishes.
Events received: touch.press; touch.update;
touch.release

• object-aware
An object-aware element receives events related to object
tracking inside the area that corresponds to it and can then
respond to those events in whatever way the user wishes.
Events received: object.added; object.updated; ob-
ject.removed



FUTURE WORK
We want to find new ways to achieve user identification on
our set-up, while making it easier to use it in collaborative
scenarios, reducing confusion between multiple user interac-
tions. Hand recognition above the table can be expanded to
provide multiple hand pair recognition, thus allowing identi-
fication of user interactions by a corresponding set of hands.

Our API will be improved to add more events that we feel
are necessary for application developers. The algorithm for
constant swapping of information between inferred and con-
firmed data above the table is going to be improved to achieve
better results and reduce errors as much as possible. There
will be testing to gather data on development of applications
for this type of set-up with our API.

A set of applications will also be developed to test our set-
up and validate our findings towards natural user interactions
within the continuous interaction space.

CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an augmented multi-touch set-up that supports
multi-touch and tangible interactions on and above the sur-
face merging both into one continuous interaction space. By
combining a set of technologies this set-up is capable of sup-
porting natural user interactions with various modalities with-
out interruptions when interacting with the surface and the
area above.

An accompanying API was developed to support future de-
velopment for this type of set-up by integrating all of these
technologies into one single form of input. By providing a
set of events and tools for client applications, the API allows
easy and seamless development of applications.
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